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Executive summary

This document offers guidance on strategies for strengthening vital statistics in national civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) plans, with a focus on mortality and cause-of-death statistics, which are urgently needed to inform public health decision-making and monitor progress towards national and international health goals. The document has been developed through a consultative process that brought together country representatives from the health, civil registration and statistics sectors, technical experts, researchers, and representatives of agencies, donors and development partners and encapsulates the outcome of their deliberations. The aim is to set out a set of practical options for CRVS strengthening that have the potential to lead to rapid improvements in the availability and quality of mortality statistics, including causes of death. The document summarizes key mortality-related indicators and describes the strengths and limitations of different data sources. It goes on to describe the best options for generating mortality statistics, proposes principles for selecting data sources, and identifies priority actions for strengthening CRVS while improving the availability and quality of mortality statistics. It concludes with recommendations on the contents of CRVS investment plans based on country starting points and capacities.

Mortality statistics are critical for development

Demand for better mortality statistics is increasing in countries and globally in order to set public health priorities and track progress towards national and international targets and goals such as the post-2015 health and development agenda. For the past 50 years, this demand has been met through recourse to a variety of data sources such as the census, household surveys, health facility information systems, and mortality enumeration or surveillance in sample or selected sites. Such methods have contributed significantly to improved knowledge on patterns of mortality around the world but it is acknowledged that they offer, at best, interim solutions to the challenge of generating mortality data that are sufficiently reliable, timely and detailed to underpin public health decisions. In the long term, what is needed is universal registration of all births and deaths through the national civil registration system and the production of vital statistics, including the application of standards-based methods for determining causes of death.

Reliable and continuous mortality statistics are currently not available in many countries

Currently, only a handful of low-income countries have CRVS systems that record 90% or more of all deaths. In the majority of developing countries, death registration coverage is low and many countries, especially in sub-Saharan Africa, do not report death registration coverage at all. In these settings, it is not possible to generate data on even the most basic mortality indicators such as crude mortality rates from the routine civil registration system. The situation is even more problematic when it comes to the quality of cause-of-death statistics. Cause of death information is compiled in two primary ways: through the collection and coding of routine medical certification records from health facilities; and through collecting information about community deaths through sampled collections methods using verbal autopsy. Up to 80 percent of deaths occur outside of health facilities in low- and middle-income countries and there is a lack of incentives for families, doctors, registries, and health services to register events accurately. Only 81 of 194 countries can report high-quality or medium-quality data on deaths and causes of death (Figure 1). This means critical mortality indicators, such as newborn, infant, child and maternal mortality and death rates due to HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and other diseases, are estimated from very limited information.

* The document has been developed through a consultative process involving country representatives from the health, civil registration and statistics sectors, technical experts, researchers, and representatives of agencies, donors and development partners. As part of this process, a technical meeting was convened by WHO in November 2014 (see Annex I, Agenda and List of participants). Improving Mortality Statistics as part of Strengthening Civil Registration and Vital Statistics Systems, World Health Organization, Technical Meeting, November 4-5, Chateau de Penthes, Geneva, Switzerland.
Countries and development partners are investing in a range of strategies

In order to meet the demand for mortality statistics in settings with dysfunctional or weak CRVS systems, countries and development partners have made use of a wide range of alternative data sources, including:

- Vital events enumeration in representative sample areas coupled with verbal autopsy to determine probable cause of death;†
- Household surveys using direct or indirect methods of mortality estimation, sometimes coupled with a follow-on study using verbal autopsy in order to ascertain causes of death for reported recent deaths.
- Longitudinal health and demographic surveillance in selected sentinel sites (HDSS);
- Censuses, sometimes coupled with a follow-on study using verbal autopsy in order to ascertain causes of death for reported recent deaths.
- Health care facility data;
- Community-based reporting.

Some data sources, such as the census and household surveys have been of proven effectiveness for generating all-cause mortality indicators, including crude deaths rates, life expectancy and mortality in children under 5. Other sources, such as HDSS and facility-based information systems can produce detailed information but the data are not representative of the general population. Moreover, most data sources have limitations with regard to cause of death statistics and data for subnational administrative areas. As attention turn to the challenges of the post 2015 health and development agenda, meeting the need for mortality data that is available on a continuous basis, for both national and subnational areas, and that includes cause of death, can only be met through universal civil registration and vital statistics, as summarized in Table 1.

† These methods are commonly known as ‘sample registration systems (SRS)’ and ‘sample registration systems with verbal autopsy (SAVVY)’. In this document we eschew the use of the word ‘registration’ as these methods do not, in fact, register vital events but only enumerate them. In other words, they provide no legal documentation on the occurrence of a vital event (birth of death) to individuals.
Table 1. Comparison of data sources for generating mortality indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics &amp; key indicators</th>
<th>Level of estimate</th>
<th>CRVS</th>
<th>Household surveys</th>
<th>SRS/SAVVY</th>
<th>HDSS</th>
<th>Health facility records</th>
<th>Population censuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deaths by age &amp; sex</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Partially *</td>
<td>Yes *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subnational</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Partially Partially *</td>
<td>Yes *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Socioeconomic differentials</td>
<td>Limited *</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trends</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partially ¶</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes++</td>
<td>Partially *</td>
<td>Partially ¶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant and child mortality rates</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes □</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Partially *</td>
<td>Yes *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subnational</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Partially Partially *</td>
<td>Yes *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Socioeconomic differentials</td>
<td>Limited *</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trends</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Partially *</td>
<td>Partially ¶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal mortality ratio</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes □</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Partially *</td>
<td>Yes **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subnational</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Partially Partially *</td>
<td>Yes **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Socioeconomic differentials</td>
<td>Limited *</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trends</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited □</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Partially *</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causes of death</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited §</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Partially § *</td>
<td>Limited §</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subnational</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Partially Partially § *</td>
<td>Limited §</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Socioeconomic differentials</td>
<td>Limited+</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Limited §</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trends</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Partially § *</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not nationally representative unless all deaths occur in health facilities
¶ For a recent period by indirect estimates
♯ For higher level administrative areas (regions, provinces) only
□ Wide confidence intervals for detailed analyses
++ For the surveillance area only
☐ Use of direct or indirect methods
** With assessment and possible adjustment: methods do not always work
§ Through use of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)
& Through follow on survey and verbal autopsy (VA)
* Possible if registration records can be linked to socioeconomic data in a population register.
The momentum for CRVS strengthening is an opportunity to improve mortality statistics

There is growing momentum to strengthen civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) systems in order to meet the needs of individuals for identity documentation, improve country governance and administration, and generate improved vital statistics for accountability, equity and monitoring. With high-level policy commitment and development partner support, countries are conducting reviews of the current status of CRVS, and formulating improvement strategies and investment plans. However, country CRVS system development plans do not always adequately address the generation and use of improved vital statistics, especially on mortality and causes of death. Clear guidance and support are needed to ensure the statistics component is included as an integral part of CRVS investment planning, including strategies for improving mortality and causes of death statistics that are integrated with and supportive of CRVS system strengthening in countries. What is required is not a research initiative, but an approach that is part and parcel of country CRVS system strengthening plans. This will help avert the creation of separate, competing systems and enhance the likelihood that investments in mortality statistics will be seen as integral to CRVS development.

Guiding principles

The basic premise is that meeting the demand for mortality statistics is no longer a matter of choosing between CRVS and other data sources – surveys, censuses, sentinel and sample registration systems, and facility-based data – but one of ensuring that these additional sources are used optimally alongside CRVS in an integrated strategy.

CRVS systems and other mortality data sources should be seen as mutually complementary rather than competing ways of generating key mortality indicators. The potential of additional data sources to contribute to CRVS strengthening should be fully exploited and CRVS investment plans should include linkages to additional data sources to maximize the availability and quality of mortality statistics. Country decision makers and development partners should align around the following good practice principles:

- Routine, continuous and complete collection of mortality data through CRVS will produce the best national and subnational mortality information over time. The identification of other sources to produce mortality data keeps this long-term vision in mind.
- Mortality data collection activities are carried out in the context of broader national strategies to strengthen CRVS systems.
- The potential of innovative approaches, including IT and mobile technologies, to accelerate and simplify the process of data collection, compilation, record linkage, and analysis, is fully and systematically exploited and accompanied by careful monitoring.
- The utility of mortality statistics from different sources, including incomplete civil registration systems, is optimized by conducting regular assessments of completeness and accuracy of mortality data, and the application of statistical methods and techniques to deal with discrepant values and obtain best estimates.
- New data collection efforts are introduced in ways that support and contribute to CRVS development.

Priority-setting and integration

The vision is to strengthen CRVS systems to generate reliable and continuous vital statistics including mortality statistics and cause of death. Key considerations to be borne in mind when selecting mortality data sources are the expected uses and users the information. This implies sharing available mortality data with analysts and users while respecting standards for individual privacy and data confidentiality. Building links across sectors and programmes will avoid fragmentation, maximize data utility, and develop capacities for the compilation, analysis, and use of mortality data.

In selecting data sources and data collection methods it is important to be guided by available evidence on the extent to which different data sources meet criteria such as reliability, cost-effectiveness, scalability and
sustainability. It is also essential to keep in mind the various users of mortality statistics and the different uses of mortality data. For example, health sector managers at local administrative levels use facility-based mortality data to highlight emerging health threats and to evaluate quality of care. For these groups, accuracy and timeliness are of critical importance. By contrast, national level decision makers need to be able to monitor trends and assess the extent to which interventions designed to reduce premature mortality are achieving the desired results. The need is for mortality data that are nationally representative, can be disaggregated by subnational administrative areas, and are sufficiently timely to support national planning. At international level, cross-country comparability and alignment with global standards for mortality statistics are key considerations. Not all data sources can meet all these expectations and trade-offs have to be made when identifying priorities for investment. Based on a review of available and potential data sources, potential strategic options for countries include:

- Building links between the health sector, civil registration authorities and national statistical agencies and establishing a formal, functional coordination mechanism and clarifying roles and responsibilities.
- Ensuring that sample registration systems are closely linked to – and preferably integrated with – the CRVS system and health facility reporting, where relevant through the use of unique identifiers to enable record linkage across mortality data sources.
- Conducting regular surveys with mortality data collection as part of a national household survey plan, with application of verbal autopsy (VA) in a follow-on survey using standard tools and automation where feasible. Surveys should also include questions on place of death, and registration status, in order to facilitate estimation of registration coverage.
- Improving the reporting of births and deaths by health facilities, including completeness and timeliness, and ensuring that all births and deaths that occur in health facilities are notified to the civil registration authorities along with relevant key characteristics such as age, sex, date, location and cause of death.
- Building health sector capacities for the accurate certification of cause of death and statistical coding according to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) standards. This also comprises the use of the simple list of causes of death developed by WHO for use in setting where capacities for full ICD implementation are not available.2
- Collaborating with registration authorities and the health sector to apply verbal autopsy appropriately in settings where medical certification of all deaths is not feasible. For example, in some settings there may be high completeness of death reporting in urban areas, but no data on causes of death.
- Including in the census questions on recent deaths in the household and additional questions on place of death, and registration status, in order to facilitate estimation of registration coverage. Where feasible, the census can also be used to implement verbal autopsy in a follow-on study.
- Using mortality data from health and demographic surveillance in sentinel sites (HDSS) to validate and calibrate mortality statistics derived from other sources.
- Developing a supportive legal framework and define administrative framework and processes to enable sharing and use of aggregated data, in accordance with agreed standards for confidentiality and data security. In addition, mechanisms should be established for sharing of individual record information with the health department as part of public health surveillance.

The wide range of available sources for generating mortality statistics is both an asset and a challenge. The variety of strategic options implies that countries at different stages of statistical development will be able to identify ways of producing the needed mortality data. On the other hand, there is a risk of diverting limited resources in multiple directions none of which will prove entirely satisfactory. CRVS investment plans should prioritize interventions that will yield improved mortality statistics in the short term while simultaneously contributing to CRVS enhancement. The balance of interventions selected will depend critically on country contexts and capacities.
Recommendations for CRVS investment plans

The current momentum for CRVS and increased demand for mortality statistics and the potential availability of significant new financing imply the need for a targeted approach that can generate results within a realistic time frame using innovative approaches including the use of IT. CRVS systems provide the foundation or platform, complemented by additional data sources that are implemented in such a way as to strengthen CRVS while generating nationally representative and timely mortality statistics.

National CRVS plans should prioritize CRVS platform development and identify complementary data sources as a function of country needs and capacities. The National Bureau of Statistics in collaboration with the Ministry responsible for Civil Registration, the Ministry of Health and other relevant Ministries and institutions should be the responsible agencies. The budget should be developed on the assumption that currently available mortality data collection efforts, for example through the census and household surveys, will continue to be funded from other sources. This enables the CRVS investment plan to focus on using new funding for innovation and overall CRVS platform development. In selecting additional data sources to complement CRVS, decision-makers should take account of country context and capacities for data collection, analysis and interpretation bearing in mind the pressure on human, technical and financial resources, which are often in short supply.

For countries with the weakest CRVS systems, here defined as death registration coverage below 60%, we propose a four-pronged strategy consisting of:

1. **CRVS platform development**: Establishing or strengthening the CRVS platform, including setting up a national coordination mechanism that brings together stakeholders from the registration, statistical and health sectors and the development of a national CRVS improvement plan. Key components of the plan should be advocacy and action to improve the identification and registration of deaths, for example, through improved links between civil registration and health facilities, between civil registration and burial and religious institutions, and community outreach. Ensure that all deaths are reported by age, sex and location and that health facilities report causes of death. Reach consensus with regard to the sharing and use of data for public health and statistical purposes, in accordance with agreed standards and principles.

2. **Innovation**: Introducing birth and death enumeration/registration in representative civil registration administrative areas (sample vital registration - SVR). In these areas, all births and deaths would be identified through active case finding, in close collaboration with the health sector. This could help overcome the current inertia in civil registration systems that rely solely on individuals to come forward to register deaths. Hospital deaths would have cause ascertained through medical certification using the short version of ICD developed by WHO. Community deaths would have probable cause determined through verbal autopsy (VA) conducted in collaboration with the health sector and using standardized tools. The potential of IT for data collection, compilation and analysis, including for coding causes of death, would be maximized.

3. **Health facility-based mortality statistics**: Supporting capacity development for physicians and coders to ensure the correct completion of the international death certificate and the determination of underlying cause of death according to ICD standards, including through automated coding. Countries in lacking the capacities to code to ICD 3- or 4-digits should use the WHO simple ICD code list. In settings without medical staff able to ascertain underlying cause of death, statistics should be reported on deaths by age, sex, date and location. The health sector (through the HMIS) should ensure that deaths occurring in facilities (public and private sector) are notified to the civil registration authorities and that aggregated mortality statistics are reported to the national statistics office.

‡ Note that this approach differs from sample registration systems (SRS/SAVVY) in that it uses existing civil registration areas as the sampling frame rather than the conventional approach based on randomly selected geographic areas. Through close collaboration between the civil registration, health, and statistical authorities, it is also designed to go beyond enumeration of vital events to include actual registration of events through the civil registration authorities and the compilation of data to generate nationally representative mortality statistics.
4. Optimizing data from multiple sources: Capacity development for the analysis and interpretation of data from multiple sources is essential in order to extract the maximum value from available data. It is essential to draw upon all expertise in the country – including in statistical offices, academia, public health and research institutions – as well as technical expertise from other countries. This also implies expanding the potential of the census and household surveys to generate data on all cause mortality by age and sex, for example, adding follow-on verbal autopsy studies in households reporting recent deaths. Moreover, the inclusion of additional questions in censuses and surveys on whether or not reported deaths were registered and place of death would provide valuable information for subsequent data analysis and estimation of registration completeness. Mechanisms for sharing individual and aggregated data across departments as well as with bona fide researchers and analysis should be put in place in order to maximize the utility of available data.

The allocation of funding to each component will of course depend on country capacities, costs, and priorities. However, countries may take into consideration the following issues:

- The establishment of SVR is likely to be the most costly strategy but will yield the most rapid results in terms of improved availability of nationally representative mortality and fertility statistics. Moreover, this strategy, because it is based on existing civil registration sites, will simultaneously enhance capacities for CRVS development overall. In the long term, the SVR will be integrated into the comprehensive CRVS system.
- Although they do not generate nationally representative statistics, health facilities are key to the production of reliable cause of death data. All CRVS investment plans should include training physicians to correctly complete the international death certificate and coders to appropriately apply ICD codes. Facility statistics on deaths by age, sex and cause as well as date and place of death should be compiled and reported. The health sector (through the HMIS) should ensure that all deaths occurring in facilities or in which medical personnel have been involved are notified to the civil registration authorities and that aggregated mortality statistics are reported to the national statistics office.

For countries with inadequate but emerging civil registration systems, here defined as death registration completeness between 60-79%), the strategy includes:

1. **CRVS platform development**: Improving registration completeness especially in marginalized populations and in remote areas. Where registration coverage is high but data on causes of death are not available, collaborating with health authorities to apply verbal autopsy to registered deaths. Ensuring the quality of registration documentation such as (such as key characteristics of the decedent) in order to permit the compilation of reliable and complete mortality statistics. Where SRS/SAVVY systems exist, they should be gradually integrated into the national CRVS system. In addition, establish mechanisms for the sharing and use of data for public health and statistical purposes, in accordance with agreed standards and principles.

2. **Innovation**: Promoting record linkage across mortality databases through the use of unique individual IDs. Supporting the use of IT for data collection, transmission and compilation at all levels.

3. **Health facility-based mortality statistics**: Supporting capacity development for physicians and coders to ensure the correct completion of the international death certificate and the determination of underlying cause of death according to full ICD standards, including through automated coding. Ensuring that all facilities, both public and private sector, mortality statistics should be reported on deaths by age, sex, date and location. The health sector (through the HMIS) should ensure that deaths occurring in facilities are notified to the civil registration authorities and that aggregated mortality statistics are reported to the national statistics office.

---

4. Optimizing data from multiple sources: Developing capacities for regular data quality assessment and for the analysis and interpretation of data from multiple sources in order to extract the maximum value from available data. Undertaking systematic analyses of CRVS at the sub-national level in order to maximize the utility of data from areas with high levels of death registration, for example in urban centres. It is essential to draw upon all expertise in the country – including in statistical offices, academia, public health and research institutions – as well as technical expertise from other countries. Mechanisms for sharing aggregated data across departments as well as with bona fide researchers and analysis should be put in place in order to maximize the utility of available data.

Countries with adequate civil registration (death registration completeness 80% and over) should focus on achieving universal coverage of all vital events, ensuring the availability and quality of vital statistics and conducting regular reviews of data quality, especially with regard to cause of death information. Where death registration coverage is high but cause of death ascertainment is weak, apply verbal autopsy to registered deaths, in collaboration with the health sector. The census and household surveys with mortality questions should be used to generate estimates of registration completeness.

Table 2 summarizes these recommendations.

Table 2. Strategies for CRVS development plans in order to generate reliable, continuous and representative mortality statistics, including causes of death

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration coverage &lt;60%</th>
<th>Registration coverage 60–79%</th>
<th>Registration coverage ≥ 80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRVS platform</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-sector coordination; improve registration coverage; apply verbal autopsy to registered deaths.</td>
<td>Improve registration coverage; apply verbal autopsy to registered deaths; absorb SRS/SAVVY into CRVS.</td>
<td>Focus on completeness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample vital registration (SVR) in representative CRVS areas with verbal autopsy; links to health sector.</td>
<td>Record linkage across mortality databases through unique individual IDs.</td>
<td>Record linkage across mortality databases through unique individual IDs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facility statistics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth and death notification; certification and coding of cause of death (ICD short list).</td>
<td>Birth and death notification; data quality assurance; death certification and coding using full ICD.</td>
<td>Data quality assurance; death certification and coding using full ICD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimizing data from multiple sources</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical use of partial data from urban areas; capacity development for data quality assurance; data analysis, interpretation and use.</td>
<td>Analytical use of partial data from urban areas; capacity development for data quality assurance; data analysis, interpretation and use.</td>
<td>Capacity development for data quality assurance; data analysis, interpretation and use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correctly registering and certifying the fact, age and sex of all births and deaths, and the cause of each death, is not only an appropriate recognition of all individuals and their fundamental human right to be counted, but it is also good public policy. The technical skills, political momentum, country and donor interest to accelerate CRVS systems are increasingly aligned. However, it is essential to be able to demonstrate that the production of reliable mortality and cause of death statistics in the context of CRVS improvement is a realistic and attainable goal. This guidance document, which draws upon combined knowledge and expertise from around the world, describes a pathway whereby countries and partners can prioritize investments in order to optimize the use of a range of data sources while at the same time creating sustainable, universal and effective CRVS systems.
Introduction

Strengthening the civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) system has increasingly become a priority for many countries and the global development community. The formal registration of vital events underpins the realization of civil, social and political rights by providing evidence of individual identity and family relationships. CRVS is associated with numerous administrative and statistical benefits for public and private entities and is considered the foundation of modern administrative systems.

The establishment and maintenance of comprehensive civil registration requires political will and long-term efforts to build up the necessary administrative infrastructure and create community awareness and participation in the act of registration. However, demand is growing for reliable vital statistics – including mortality and cause of death statistics – and a global CRVS investment plan proposes explicit targets for mortality statistics, including that by 2030, 80% of deaths in children under 5 are reported, disaggregated by age and sex; 100% of causes of death in hospitals are reliably determined and official certified; 80% of countries have community assessments of probable cause of death determined by verbal autopsies using international standards. Currently, the availability and quality of mortality statistics in most countries fall well below these targets (Figure 1).

In some countries the CRVS system is sufficiently developed to achieve improvements in data availability and quality in the short-term. By contrast, where the CRVS system is rudimentary or weak, progress is likely to be too slow to meet expectations, in particular with regard to completeness death reporting and reliable cause of death ascertainment. The production of accurate and representative cause of death statistics requires complete reporting of all deaths by location, age and sex, along with well-functioning medical certification of deaths according to International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and improved and community-based mortality reporting through the use of verbal autopsy techniques.

To meet the challenge of establishing a sound evidence base for public health decision-making, there is a need to develop a strategic approach to improve mortality and causes of death statistics that is integrated with and supportive of CRVS system strengthening in countries. What is required is not a research initiative, but an approach that is part and parcel of country CRVS system strengthening plans. Such a systemic approach will avoid the creation of separate, competing systems and enhance the likelihood that investments in mortality statistics systems will be seen as integral to CRVS development.

Many countries are conducting national assessments of their CRVS and developing national strategies and investment plans. However, these plans do not always adequately address the generation of improved vital statistics, especially on mortality and causes of death. Clear guidance and support are needed to ensure the vital statistics component is included as an integral part of CRVS investment planning. This is also important in the context of the establishment of a global funding facility for reproductive, maternal, newborn, child, and adolescent health with a special window for CRVS strengthening.

This document has been developed in response to the challenge. It is the product of a consultative process involving country representatives from the health, civil registration and statistics sectors, technical experts, researchers, and representatives of agencies, donors and development partners. As part of this process, a technical meeting was convened by WHO in November 2014 (see Annex I, Agenda and List of participants). The guidance in this document encapsulates the outcome of those deliberations.
Purpose and Premise

Audience and aim

This document offers guidance on the development of national strategies and investment plans designed to strengthen civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) systems and generate improved statistics on mortality and causes of death. The document primarily targets country decision-makers and consultants involved in supporting national CRVS investment planning, as well as international agencies, development banks, funds, foundations and donors. The aim is to set out a set of practical options for CRVS strengthening that have the potential to lead to rapid improvements in the availability and quality of mortality statistics, including causes of death.

A system of civil registration that records all deaths and correctly assigns cause of death is the gold standard for the generation of mortality statistics. However, for countries with the weakest CRVS systems, the attainment of levels of completeness and quality sufficient to generate usable statistics will necessitate long-term commitment and action. It is essential to scale-up and accelerate the current momentum for CRVS improvement but to meet the need for mortality statistics in the interim, efforts to improve CRVS should go hand-in-hand with the use of additional methods. These should be seen not as stand-alone data sources but as vehicles for the active improvement of CRVS systems through collaborative linkages at multiple stages, from data collection/notification, to data compilation/sharing, analysis, dissemination, and use.

Why focus on mortality statistics?

Information on how many people die and from what causes is critical for public health decision-making, resource allocation, and programme planning. Mortality statistics are essential for setting health targets, for monitoring health and development programmes, and for tracking demographic indicators, such as the expectation of life at birth and the infant mortality rate. Mortality statistics and cause of death data provide essential epidemiological intelligence to guide policy reforms aimed at reducing premature mortality and improving the allocative efficiency and effectiveness of health systems. The timely recording of deaths by cause can provide early insights into trends in disease prevalence, thus helping to design prevention or intervention strategies. Box 1 summarizes why mortality statistics are so important for country decision-making.

The information systems and data sources needed to strengthen mortality statistics also generate statistics on fertility and other vital statistics such as nuptuality. However, this document is focused on mortality and cause of death statistics for the following reasons:

- Increasing demand for improved mortality statistics in order to underpin public health decision-making and monitoring of progress towards development goals and targets, including communicable and noncommunicable diseases as well as external causes of death.
- The need to broaden the perspective and scope of current mortality data collection efforts, which have hitherto focused mainly on infant, child and maternal mortality and high priority conditions such as HIV/AIDS.
- Growing awareness that disaggregated statistics on levels and patterns of mortality and essential for identifying and addressing inequities between population groups and geographic areas.
- The realization that currently available data sources and instruments for collecting mortality data have significant limitations, particularly in relation to representativeness, continuity, and timeliness.
Data sources for mortality statistics

There are a number of potential data sources for generating mortality statistics, including:

- Civil registration and vital statistics systems (CRVS);
- Vital events enumeration in representative sample areas coupled with verbal autopsy to determine probable cause of death;**
- Household surveys (episodic or continuous) using direct or indirect methods of mortality estimation; possible follow-on survey to apply verbal autopsy to reported deaths in order to ascertain cause of death.
- Longitudinal health and demographic surveillance in selected sentinel sites (HDSS);
- Censuses; possible follow-on survey to apply verbal autopsy to reported deaths in order to ascertain cause of death.
- Health care facilities;
- Community-based reporting.

Annex II includes a summary description of the major data sources for mortality statistics, with a focus on the extent to which each data source can generate key mortality indicators and the strengths and limitations of each method. Annex III describes the methods used to obtain statistics on causes of death.

In practice, countries are using various permutations and combinations of these different methods for producing mortality statistics, but there is considerable fragmentation and heavy dependence on external funding, leading to lack of country ownership, overlap and duplication. These problems could be significantly attenuated through a more system approach that starts by addressing the need to build country CRVS systems as the basic platform for vital statistics, including mortality, and uses complementary data sources as part of a considered, long-term strategy rather than as stand-alone, disconnected activities.

** These methods are commonly known as ‘sample registration systems (SRS)’ and ‘sample registration systems with verbal autopsy (SAVVY)’. In this document we eschew the use of the word ‘registration’ as these methods do not, in fact, register vital events but only enumerate them. In other words, they provide no legal documentation on the occurrence of a vital event (birth of death) to individuals.
Factors to take into consideration when selecting data sources

To date, these alternative methods for generating mortality statistics have tended to work in isolation from one another – separated by geographic application or vertical programme-specific requirements. Little attention has been paid to how these systems can be analytically aligned or operationally integrated to create a more comprehensive view of mortality, or to strengthen routine administrative data sources. This document argues that there is a need to create productive synergies across data sources, while maintaining the overall vision of a comprehensive and functional CRVS. In the interim, choices about which combination of sources to use to generate mortality statistics in a specific country setting will depend on a number of factors, including:

- **Data needs**: The choice of data source and data collection methods will depend to a great extent on the level of detail required of the mortality statistics, for example whether data are needed on all-cause or cause-specific mortality and data needs are subnational administrative levels.

- **Opportunities and challenges**: Currently implemented sources for mortality data and feasibility of introducing additional methods to produce reliable mortality statistics that meet quality criteria, including representativeness, accuracy, periodicity and sustainability.

- **Context and capacities**: Technical, human and financial resources needed for the introduction of new data collection methods for mortality statistics and for the analysis of statistics derived from currently available methods.

### Data needs

Main statistics and indicators commonly required for tracking mortality include:

- Numbers of deaths by sex, age group, and location;
- Crude death rates;
- Age and sex-specific mortality rates by location;
- Age distribution of deaths (males and females);
- Neonatal mortality rates by location;
- Infant mortality rates by location;
- Under 5 mortality rate (probability of dying by age 5, 5q0) by cause and location;
- Maternal mortality ratios by age, cause and location;
- Distribution of deaths by cause (males, females);
- Age distribution of causes of death (males, females);
- Leading causes of death by sex and age group;
- Adult mortality rate (45q15)
- Probability of dying between ages 30-70 years (40q30) due to cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, or chronic respiratory disease;
- Life expectancy at birth;
- Adult life expectancy at various ages.

Decision-making about which data sources to prioritize for generating these indicators must be guided by short and longer-term considerations. Some data sources, such as the census and household surveys have demonstrable value for generating all-cause mortality indicators, including crude deaths rates, life expectancy and mortality in children under 5. However, they have limitations with regard to cause of death statistics and data for subnational administrative areas. Civil registration of vital events, including the recording of deaths and causes of death, is the source able to produce the most comprehensive information (Table 1).
Opportunities and challenges

The range of options for CRVS strengthening will depend to a great extent on the country starting points (Table 2). Country decisions about which data sources to prioritise requires achieving a balance between the potential of each data source to generate the needed mortality statistics and the implementation challenges involved. Table 3 provides a summary of the main strengths of the various data sources and also considers some of the implementation challenges and costs. The purpose of this section is to set the scene for the subsequent discussion on strategic interventions to generate mortality statistics in the context of efforts to strengthen CRVS.

Context and capacities

The overall country context and capacities for registration of deaths and for data collection, analysis and interpretation needs to be taken into account when decided on which data sources to prioritize for generating mortality statistics. Each data source places demands on country human, technical and financial resources, all of which are generally limited.

In some settings, health systems are weak, statistical systems inadequate, and CRVS is dysfunctional or non-existent. This is particularly true in countries that are facing or emerging from complex emergencies, war or civil strife. In such settings, the challenge is how to generate the most basic mortality indicators, such as overall mortality rates, and mortality in children. The census or household surveys may provide the most feasible and efficient ways of generating the needed statistics.

In many countries, although the legal framework and administrative structures for civil registration exist, the technical skills required to generate mortality statistics may not be available or exist in different sectors – such as the health sector, national statistics offices, public health institutes and academia – but with insufficient coordination to maximize the potential of available information. National statistics offices are responsible for the planning and implementation of the census and of household surveys but often have limited capacities in data analysis and rely heavily on external expertise. Moreover, the demands imposed by the census and the large number of household surveys may impede national statistics offices from performing routine data analyses required for administrative data sources such as CRVS. Within the health sector, analytical capacities within the health management information system (HMIS) are inadequate and the potential for capacity development through linkages with institutes of public health and researchers remains to be exploited.

Training and capacity development are urgently needed. For example, although cause of death certification is a key responsibility of physicians, they rarely receive the training they need to do so effectively, either during medical education or subsequently when in service. The result is that performance is often mediocre with damaging effects on the quality of cause of death statistics produced. There is a need to develop a cadre of statistical clerks and expert coders (nosologists) in order to ensure correct coding of causes of death to statistical categories as recommended by the ICD. The potential of automated systems for coding hospital deaths should be fully exploited although this does not obviate the need for skilled statistical clerks and nosologists. Capacity development is also urgently needed in the critical analysis of the quality of mortality data and to interpret inconsistent data from different data sources. The growing reach of innovation, especially use of IT and mobile devices to record and report deaths and causes of death, imposes its own demands on human resources. IT systems require maintenance and updating as well as the kinds of computer skills that are often in short supply in the public sector.

Some data sources, notably household surveys and DHSS, are externally funded by multilateral agencies, funds and foundations. Others, especially those that are associated with routine administrative systems such as CRVS and health facility information systems rely heavily on in-country financing. The latter may be more sustainable in the long term but suffers from severe under-investment in many countries.
### Table 3. Opportunities and implementation challenges of different data sources for generating mortality and cause of death data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Implementation challenges</th>
<th>Cost considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRVS</strong></td>
<td>Continuous sources of national and subnational mortality data by age, sex, date, location and cause.</td>
<td>Requires sound legal framework and inter-institutional collaboration across sectors, especially health, statistics, interior etc.</td>
<td>Costs significant but integrated into national administrative systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National and subnational cause of death determined according to ICD standards.</td>
<td>Significant administrative and management challenges for registration at local levels.</td>
<td>Need for capacity building for registration data compilation and analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data generated for lowest administrative levels.</td>
<td>Passive system relies on civil society collaboration for notification of deaths. Need to establish collaboration with health sector and burial/religious authorities in order to ensuring notification of deaths.</td>
<td>Passive system implies that costs of registration are borne by individuals and families.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SRS/SAVVY</strong></td>
<td>Continuous source of mortality by age and sex.</td>
<td>Limited subnational mortality statistics.</td>
<td>Requires substantial field staff, with designated staff in statistical offices or research institutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nationally representative.</td>
<td>Cause of death based on VA uncertain.</td>
<td>Heavy analytical demands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can include verbal autopsy (preferably with automated allocation of cause of death).</td>
<td>Active case finding of deaths is cumbersome and costly.</td>
<td>Ability to generate data for local administrative levels limited by sample size considerations and costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Useful for evaluating completeness of death registration CRVS.</td>
<td>Consensus on need to find ways of making sample systems faster, cheaper, simpler, better.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offers a vehicle to introduce innovative reporting (IT).</td>
<td>Complexity of data analysis results in delays in publication of statistics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of unique ID systems permits record linkage to enhance identification of deaths.</td>
<td>Is a system of enumeration of vital events not registration. Little experience on effective linkage to CRVS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household surveys</strong></td>
<td>Nationally representative, data can be disaggregated by key stratifiers (province, SES)</td>
<td>Discontinuous; possible problems with recall error and selection bias.</td>
<td>Costly when conducted but costs can be spread over multiple years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate mortality with other topics.</td>
<td>Relatively small sample of deaths for VA; insufficient for all but major causes.</td>
<td>Generally externally funded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cause of death module using VA can be included, generally as a follow-on module.</td>
<td>Absent links with CRVS systems.</td>
<td>Can be integrated with other topics but risk of overloading questionnaires thereby reducing quality of the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potential to include questions for deaths in recent period to assess completeness death registration.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HDSS</strong></td>
<td>High quality data.</td>
<td>Not nationally representative.</td>
<td>Largely externally funded for research purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can be used to assess functioning of CRVS system.</td>
<td>Active case finding of deaths is cumbersome and costly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data source</td>
<td>Opportunities</td>
<td>Implementation challenges</td>
<td>Cost considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be used to develop and test innovative methods such as mobile notification/registration.</td>
<td>Weak links with existing local civil registration systems.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity development for vital statistics.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Census</td>
<td>Comprehensive across whole population. Generates data for local administrative areas. Potential to analyse data across multiple socio-economic stratifiers. Follow-on surveys can apply VA to determine causes of death in the population.</td>
<td>Varying degree of underreporting of deaths in censuses and large uncertainties around the completeness of death reporting. Census mortality estimates require adjustment using demographic techniques. Limited utility for monitoring due to infrequency of census.</td>
<td>Relatively few additional questions required in census questionnaire. Data quality assurance problematic. Census is costly but can absorb a few additional questions on mortality. Post-census follow-up with VA relatively costly and problem of loss to follow up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health facilities</td>
<td>Medical records include detailed information to reliably certify deaths and causes of death. Physicians have skills and capacities to reliably certify cause of death according to ICD standards. Trends by age and sex can sometimes be useful to ascertain changes in patterns of cause-specific mortality. Automated coding permits consistent coding at facility and/or central levels.</td>
<td>Not nationally representative data unless high coverage of hospital deaths. Generates distribution of causes of death, not levels and trends. ICD not always well applied and complex to use. Need to develop capacities for accurate cause of death certification. ICD coding requires specialist skills.</td>
<td>Training in certification in medical curricula and in-service. Need to develop cadre of nosologists. Electronic communication systems needed to facilitate transfer and compilation of facility and district data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-based reporting</td>
<td>Low costs, potentially wide reach. Potential of mobile devices to notify deaths to health/civil registration authorities. Potential to link to CRVS.</td>
<td>Competing responsibilities of CHWs. Quality variable and underreporting of deaths.</td>
<td>Needs extensive supervision and quality evaluation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparative costs and benefits

Decision-making on choice of data sources to generate mortality statistics is constrained by the absence of reliable comparative information on costs and benefits of different approaches. There are major methodological challenges in comparing costs across sources because of differences in the scope of data collection, frequency, accuracy (especially for causes of death), population coverage etc. A systematic framework to guide investment decisions by donors and governments on methods of data collection for vital statistics and health information has been developed but has not yet been populated with empirical information on costs from countries. One comparative costing of different ways of collecting information on births and deaths concluded that household surveys are relatively expensive compared with continuing surveillance of vital events. Recurrent costs alone for large household surveys generally range from USD 600 000 to USD 1 million.

Both sentinel and sample surveillance systems require active follow-up of vital events, which has important cost implications. A typical sentinel HDSS site monitors a rural population of 70 000–100 000 people. However, reliably tracking causes of death at the more-detailed levels may require up to 10 times as many people to be monitored. Normally, an HDSS employs approximately 30 field enumerators with bicycles; seven enumerator supervisors; three key-informant supervisors; three migration supervisors; and three verbal autopsy (VA) supervisors with motorcycles; one demographer; one data manager; and five data clerks with one vehicle. The total annualized running costs for a core sentinel HDSS is in the order US$ 250 000 per year. Costs are lower in urban HDSS sites where events are generally easier to track.

Sample systems, such as the Indian Sample Registration System, involve the use of part-time officials who continuously record births and deaths complemented by an independent survey team which interviews all sample households, specifically asking about births and deaths in the previous six months. The two sets of event records are then matched, and any discrepancies investigated. The cost per death enumerated in the India SRS system is estimated at USD 12.50. A fully implemented SAVVY system should also be capable of producing sub-national data, but in practice is normally limited to the provincial or regional level, rather than the district level, due to cost considerations. Sustainability may be a challenge. For example, the system of disease surveillance points in China became almost non-functional in 2001/02 because of budget constraints. After an assessment in 2004, and the injection of additional resources, the system was strengthened and adjusted to improve its representativeness.

If, as we argue in this paper, CRVS is the gold standard for generating reliable, continuous and comprehensive mortality statistics, what would it cost to scale up such systems in settings where they are currently dysfunctional or weak? A recent study on the costs of the South Africa CRVS system projected total annual costs for complete registration of births and deaths and for the production of vital statistics amounting to US$ 7.7 million, or US$ 4.4 per vital event (births and deaths) or US$ 0.30 per capita.

The World Bank has estimated the additional financial resources needed to scale up universal civil registration of births, deaths, and other vital events, and ensure access to legal proof of registration by 2030. It has also produced order-of-magnitude estimates of the incremental costs from 2015 to 2024 to stimulate discussion and planning of support for national implementation plans. The work builds on the country-specific costing exercises conducted in Bangladesh, Kenya, Ethiopia, Mozambique and the Philippines (Figure 2). The costing exercise developed provides estimates for four cost categories: (a) development costs (incremental costs or additional funds for establishing and strengthening CRVS systems); (b) incremental recurrent costs for maintaining CRVS systems; (c) international support to CRVS, including sharing knowledge and strengthening the evidence base; and (d) monitoring and evaluation. The costs in each plan were disaggregated into fixed/start-up/capital costs and variable/operating costs. The total costs (without inflation adjustment) vary from under US$ 30 million in countries with existing capacity, rising to over US$ 365 million in Ethiopia, which only established a National Vital Events Registration Agency in October 2013. Placing the investment in a population context, the country costs translate into a range of under US$ 1 per capita in countries such as such as the Philippines and Bangladesh, to between US$ 1 and US$ 4 in Mozambique and Ethiopia (Figure 3). The cost per vital event (births and deaths) ranges from under US$ 2 to over US$ 13. These costs do not include the possible costs (direct, indirect, and
opportunity costs) that accrue to individual and families who bear the responsibility for registration of vital events.

Cost comparisons alone are insufficient to guide decision-making; it is equally important to consider the relative benefits of the different approaches, not only in terms of mortality statistics, but also in terms of benefits to individuals of documentation establishing individual identity and family relationships.

Figure 3. Estimated costs for scaling up CRVS, selected countries, 2014

Strategic priorities for generating mortality statistics

Proposed core principles guiding investments in data sources

Bearing in mind the need to strengthen civil registration and vital statistics systems for the benefit of individuals, governance and statistical systems, efforts to improve the availability and quality of mortality statistics should adhere to the following good practice principles:

- Routine, continuous and complete collection of mortality data through CRVS will produce the best national and subnational mortality information over time. The identification of other sources to produce mortality data keeps this long-term vision in mind.

- Mortality data collection activities are carried out in the context of broader national strategies to strengthen CRVS systems.

- The potential of innovative approaches, including IT and mobile technologies, to accelerate and simplify the process of data collection, compilation, record linkage, and analysis, is fully and systematically exploited and accompanied by careful monitoring.

- The utility of mortality statistics from different sources, including incomplete civil registration systems, is optimized by conducting regular assessments of completeness and accuracy of mortality data, and the application of statistical methods and techniques to deal with discrepant values and obtain best estimates.

- When the ability of existing sources to produce the needed mortality data are demonstrably inadequate, new data collection efforts are introduced in ways that support and contribute to CRVS development.
Discussion on priority-setting

The vision is to strengthen CRVS systems to generate representative and reliable vital statistics including mortality statistics and cause of death. In support of this, the immediate objectives are to maximize the utility of all available methods of mortality data collection, build links across data sources in order to avoid fragmentation and maximize data utility, and develop capacities for the compilation, analysis, and use of mortality data. Table 4 offers a summary matrix to inform decision regarding the selection of an appropriate balance of data sources depending on the completeness of the national civil registration system, availability of additional data sources, and data needs. Countries are broadly grouped according to status of CRVS systems and estimated registration coverage. Options are identified for strengthening CRVS systems, for making best use of interim methods to generate mortality statistics, and the potential contribution of innovation, including IT to accelerate progress.

During the technical meeting at WHO, participants reached consensus around three different strategic approaches:

- Strategies for mortality data collection that are evidence-based and relevant in countries with weak or emerging CRVS systems;
- Strategies that are evidence based and that can be useful as short-term methods to fill mortality data gaps but that should eventually be phased out as CRVS systems develop; and
- Strategies for which there is currently insufficient evidence to support their widespread application at the present time.

Approaches for which there is currently insufficient evidence to support their inclusion on country CRVS plans include the use of community informants to report deaths and births. The evidence thus far indicates that such reporting is incomplete and unreliable and therefore community-based approaches are not recommended for inclusion in country CRVS and mortality statistics plans.

An approach for which there is good evidence and that could help fill critical mortality data gaps in the short term include the use of sample registration systems. However, it was agreed that the use of the word ‘registration’ is misleading given that these approaches consist of enumeration only and carry no implications for individuals in terms of legal documentation. There was also consensus that such enumeration systems are more likely to be sustainable if they are carried out in collaboration with existing civil registration authorities, particularly in urban areas where some form of civil registration exists in many low- and middle-income settings. This can help create demand for birth and death statistics on the part of national and local authorities, and ensure political commitment and resource allocation. Moreover, it can help to raise community awareness of the value of civil registration and vital statistics for local-level planning and programme implementation, as well as for individual legal identity and the civil and political rights that ensue. However, SRS/SAVVY systems should not be stand-alone and should eventually be phased out as CRVS systems improve. In support of this, the meeting recommended that the SRS/SAVVY approach be modified and implemented using CRVS administrative areas as the sampling frame – herein called sample vital registration (SVR). The strategy would be jointly implemented by the civil registration authorities, the health sector and the national statistics office with support from country researchers and academic institutions. This would help ensure ownership, sustainability and eventual integration into the universal civil registration system.

The potential of household surveys, including continuous surveys, to generate more detailed mortality data, using verbal autopsy techniques, could be further explored in settings with dysfunctional or weak CRVS systems. The newly developed WHO short form of the verbal autopsy tool could greatly simplify the application of VA in association with surveys and censuses and thus contribute to the improvement in the availability of mortality and cause of death statistics.

Because HDSS sites in selected areas do not generate nationally representative mortality statistics, they are only of limited value in the current context and their role confined to quality validation and calibration of data obtained from routine registration systems. Nonetheless, countries that already have HDSS sites in rural areas could consider adding sites in urban areas to improve representativeness of cause-of-death distributions. Where HDSS sites exist, efforts should be made to forge links to existing birth and death registration systems, and to
health information systems – especially where health-facility staffs have been trained to determine causes of death. The introduction of unique identification numbers in many HDSS sites as well as in health facilities could contribute significantly to improved data quality through record linkage across databases. Establishing demographic surveillance sites can help to enhance capacity for the enumeration of births and deaths as well as the use of VA to ascertain causes of death. However, this will not yield nationally representative statistics. The evidence base for the implementation on the approach, including reliability, cost-effectiveness, scalability and sustainability;

The potential uses and users of the mortality statistics affects the desired balance between mortality data that are nationally representatives and internationally comparable with mortality data that are available on a continuous basis and useful for local administrative decision-making. Bearing this distinction in mind, there was consensus that common priority actions for consideration include:

- Building links between the health sector, civil registration authorities and national statistical agencies and establishing a formal, functional coordination mechanism and clarifying roles and responsibilities.
- Ensuring that sample registration systems are closely linked to – and preferably integrated with – the CRVS system and health facility reporting, where relevant through the use of unique identifiers to enable record linkage across mortality data sources.
- Conducting regular surveys with mortality data collection as part of a national household survey plan, with application of verbal autopsy (VA) in a follow-on survey using standard tools and automation where feasible. Surveys should also include questions on place of death, and registration status, in order to facilitate estimation of registration coverage.
- Improving the reporting of births and deaths by health facilities, including completeness and timeliness, and ensuring that all births and deaths that occur in health facilities are notified to the civil registration authorities along with relevant key characteristics such as age, sex, date, location and cause of death.
- Building health sector capacities for the accurate certification of cause of death and statistical coding according to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) standards. This also comprises the use of the simple list of causes of death developed by WHO for use in setting where capacities for full ICD implementation are not available.2
- Collaborating with registration authorities and the health sector to apply verbal autopsy appropriately in settings where medical certification of all deaths is not feasible.
- Including in the census questions on recent deaths in the household and additional questions on place of death, and registration status, in order to facilitate estimation of registration coverage. Where feasible, the census can also be used to implement verbal autopsy in a follow-on study.
- Using mortality data from health and demographic surveillance in sentinel sites (HDSS) to validate and calibrate mortality statistics derived from other sources.
- Collaborating with registration authorities and the health sector to apply verbal autopsy appropriately in settings where medical certification of all deaths is not feasible.
- Developing a supportive legal framework and define administrative framework and processes to enable sharing and use of data, in accordance with agreed standards for confidentiality and data security. This should include sharing of individual record information as part of public health surveillance. 5 7
- Maximising the quality and utility of routinely collected information by establishing mechanisms for aggregated data with bona fide researchers and analysts, using procedures that protect confidentiality that align with international best practice principles. 3 4

Table 4. Options for generating mortality statistics in the context of CRVS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Death registration coverage</th>
<th>Activities to strengthen CRVS</th>
<th>Role of additional data sources to generate mortality data</th>
<th>Potential for innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dysfunctional and weak CRVS (registration coverage &lt;60%)</td>
<td>Advocacy for CRVS Establish legal basis and administrative mechanisms. Establish national coordinating committee involving key stakeholders, including registrars, statistics office, ministry of health etc. Address disparities in registration coverage among marginalized and hard-to-reach populations. Compile and analyse mortality data in settings with relatively high coverage, such as urban areas. Ensure timely reporting of mortality statistics from registration system even if complete only for urban areas.</td>
<td>Sample registration: Sample vital registration (SVR) using CRVS areas as the sampling frame plus verbal autopsy (VA) in order to generate representative statistics and build capacities for eventual universal civil registration. Link deaths identified through active case findings with civil registration authorities. Use existing SRS/SAVVY to estimate registration coverage.</td>
<td>Sample registration: Automated coding of responses to VA questionnaires. Use unique identification numbers to link SAVVY and CRVS databases (with protection of confidentiality).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility data:</td>
<td>Ensure that all facilities compile statistics on deaths by age, sex, date and location. Notify deaths to registration authorities. Encourage families to register deaths and facilitate where possible. All deaths occurring with medical supervision are correctly classified according to ICD.</td>
<td>Facility data: DHIS reporting of deaths by age, sex, date, location. Physician training for CoD certification. Incorporation of CoD certification into medical school curricula. Automated coding of cause of death. Independent, centralized recoding of locally determined coding. Possible task shifting for cause of death assignment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household surveys:</td>
<td>Generate statistics on overall mortality by age and sex; child &amp; maternal mortality. Use survey data to estimate registration coverage.</td>
<td>Household surveys: Application of VA in sample of households reporting recent deaths with automated coding to estimate cause-specific mortality fractions. Continuous mortality survey if capacities and funding are available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentinel sites:</td>
<td>Use mortality data from sentinel surveillance systems to complement community and facility reporting.</td>
<td>Sentinel sites: Unique ID systems to enable record linkages with health facility data and civil registration system where sufficiently developed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death registration coverage</td>
<td>Activities to strengthen CRVS</td>
<td>Role of additional data sources to generate mortality data</td>
<td>Potential for innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional but inadequate CRVS (registration coverage 60-79%)</td>
<td>Ensure adequacy of legislative framework for CRVS. Establish national coordinating committee involving key stakeholders, including registrars, statistics office, ministry of health etc. Address disparities in registration among marginalized and hard-to-reach populations. Compile and analyse mortality data in settings with high coverage, such as urban areas. Use demographic methods to adjust for bias and missing values. Ensure timely reporting of mortality statistics from registration system even if complete only for urban areas. Undertake regular data quality assurance (completeness, accuracy, plausibility, timeliness etc.)</td>
<td><strong>Facility data:</strong> Ensure that all facilities record and report information on deaths by age, sex, date and location, including notification to the CR authorities. Ensure that all deaths occurring with medial supervision are correctly classified according to ICD. Where the legal framework allows (and depending on feasibility) provide registration in health facilities.</td>
<td><strong>Facility data:</strong> DHIS reporting of deaths by age and sex. On-line training for physicians. Empower non-physicians with appropriate training to certify the fact of death and notify civil registration authorities. Potential task shifting for cause of death ascertainment in settings without physicians. Automated coding of cause of death data in health facilities. Independent, centralized recoding of locally determined coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sample registration:</strong> Gradually phase out SRS/SAVVY systems. Use sample registration to check completeness of death registration.</td>
<td><strong>Sample registration:</strong> Automated coding of responses to VA questionnaires. Unique ID systems to enable record linkages between sample registration and available civil registration records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Household surveys:</strong> Use census and household survey data to check completeness of civil registration. Generate statistics on all-cause, child &amp; maternal mortality.</td>
<td><strong>Household surveys:</strong> Data collection using hand-held devices. Include questions on place of death in household survey questionnaires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Census:</strong> Generate statistics on overall mortality by age and sex; child &amp; maternal mortality. Use census data to estimate registration coverage and population at risk of dying.</td>
<td><strong>Census:</strong> Add questions on registration status and place of death in settings where mortality questions are included in the census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sentinel sites:</strong> Use sentinel sites as check on civil registration in the relevant area.</td>
<td><strong>Sentinel sites:</strong> Unique ID systems to enable record linkages with health facility data, sentinel sites and civil registration records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death registration coverage 80% or higher</td>
<td>Ensure services are accessible and appropriate for hard-to-reach populations. Data quality assurance. Timely reporting of mortality statistics.</td>
<td><strong>Facility data:</strong> All registered deaths and deaths in health facilities are correctly certified and coded to ICD causes of death. All deaths in health facilities notified to registration authorities. Coordination and data sharing between facilities and registration authorities.</td>
<td><strong>Facility data:</strong> On-line training for physicians. Automated coding of cause of death data in health facilities. Automated data quality checks (e.g. ANACOD). Centralized coding of cause of death</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recommendations for CRVS investment plans

In the light of the urgency of producing usable, nationally representative mortality statistics and the complex array of available data sources, we propose that countries consider an approach that simultaneously strengthens the CRVS platform while introducing innovation in order to rapidly accelerate the availability and quality of mortality statistics and optimizing the use of additional data sources, including facility-based data.

National CRVS plans should prioritize CRVS platform development and identify complementary data sources as a function of country needs and capacities. The National Bureau of Statistics in collaboration with the Ministry of Health and other relevant Ministries and institutions should be the responsible agencies. The budget should be developed on the assumption that currently available mortality data collection efforts, for example through the census and household surveys, will continue to be funded from other sources. This enables the CRVS investment plan to focus on using new funding for innovation and overall CRVS platform development. In selecting additional data sources to complement CRVS, decision-makers should take account of country context and capacities for data collection, analysis and interpretation bearing in mind the pressure on human, technical and financial resources, which are often in short supply.

**For countries with the weakest CRVS systems**, here defined as death registration coverage below 60%, we propose a four-pronged strategy consisting of:

1. **CRVS platform development**: Establishing or strengthening the CRVS platform, including setting up a national coordination mechanism that brings together stakeholders from the registration, statistical and health sectors and the development of a national CRVS improvement plan. Key components of the plan should be advocacy and action to improve the identification and registration of deaths, for example, through improved links between civil registration and health facilities, between civil registration and burial and religious institutions, and community outreach. In addition, consensus should be reached with regard to the sharing and use of data for public health and statistical purposes, in accordance with agreed standards and principles.  

2. **Innovation**: Introducing vital events registration in representative civil registration administrative areas (SVR). In these areas, all births and deaths would be identified and registered through active case finding, in close collaboration with the health sector. This could help overcome the current inertia in civil registration systems that rely solely on individuals to come forward to register deaths. Hospital deaths would have cause ascertained through medical certification using the short version of ICD developed by WHO. Community deaths would have probable cause determined through verbal autopsy conducted in collaboration with the health sector and using standardized tools. The potential of IT for data collection, compilation and analysis, including for coding causes of death, would be maximized.

3. **Health facility-based mortality statistics**: Supporting capacity development for physicians and coders to ensure the correct completion of the international death certificate and the determination of underlying cause of death according to ICD standards, including through automated coding. Countries in lacking the capacities to code to ICD 3- or 4-digits should use the WHO short ICD code list. In settings without medical staff able to ascertain underlying cause of death, statistics should be reported on deaths by age, sex, date and location. The health sector (through the HMIS) should ensure that deaths occurring in facilities (public and private sector) are notified to the civil registration authorities and that aggregated mortality statistics are reported to the national statistics office.

4. **Optimizing data from multiple sources**: Capacity development for the analysis and interpretation of data from multiple sources is essential in order to extract the maximum value from available data. It is essential to draw upon all expertise in the country – including in statistical offices, academia, public health and research institutions – as well as technical expertise from other countries. This also implies expanding the potential of the census and household surveys to generate data on all cause mortality by age and sex, for example, adding follow-on verbal autopsy studies in households reporting recent deaths. Moreover, the

---

8 Note that this approach differs from sample registration systems (SRS/SAWWW) in that it uses existing civil registration areas as the sampling frame rather than the conventional approach based on randomly selected geographic areas. It is also designed to go beyond enumeration of vital events to include actual registration of events through the civil registration authorities.
inclusion of additional questions in censuses and surveys on whether or not reported deaths were registered and place of death would provide valuable information for subsequent data analysis and estimation of registration completeness. Mechanisms for sharing data across departments as well as with bona fide researchers and analysis should be put in place in order to maximize the utility of available data.

The allocation of funding to each component will of course depend on country capacities, costs, and priorities. However, countries may take into consideration the following issues:

- The establishment of SVR is likely to be the most costly strategy but will yield the most rapid results in terms of improved availability of nationally representative mortality and fertility statistics. Moreover, this strategy, because it is based on existing civil registration sites, will simultaneously enhance capacities for CRVS development overall. In the long term, the CRVS sample sites will be integrated into the comprehensive CRVS system.

- Although they do not generation nationally representative statistics, health facilities are key to the production of reliable cause of death data. All CRVS investment plans should include training physicians to correctly complete the international death certificate and coders to appropriately apply ICD codes. Facility statistics on deaths by age, sex and cause as well as date and place of death should be compiled and reported. The health sector (through the HMIS) should ensure that all deaths occurring in facilities or in which medical personnel have been involved are notified to the civil registration authorities and that aggregated mortality statistics are reported to the national statistics office.

For countries with inadequate but emerging civil registration systems, here defined as death registration completeness between 60-79%), the strategy includes:

1. **CRVS platform development**: Improving registration completeness especially in marginalized populations and in remote areas. Ensuring the quality of registration documentation such as (such as key characteristics of the decedent) in order to permit the compilation of reliable and complete statistics. Existing legacy SRS/SAVVV systems should be gradually integrated into the national CRVS system. In addition, consensus should be reached with regard to the sharing and use of data for public health and statistical purposes, in accordance with agreed standards and principles. 1 5

2. **Innovation**: Promoting record linkage across mortality databases through the use of unique individual IDs. Supporting the use of IT for data collection, transmission and compilation at all levels.

3. **Health facility-based mortality statistics**: Supporting capacity development for physicians and coders to ensure the correct completion of the international death certificate and the determination of underlying cause of death according to full ICD standards, including through automated coding. Ensuring that all facilities, both public and private sector, mortality statistics should be reported on deaths by age, sex, date and location. The health sector (through the HMIS) should ensure that deaths occurring in facilities are notified to the civil registration authorities and that aggregated mortality statistics are reported to the national statistics office.

4. **Optimizing data from multiple sources**: Supporting regular data quality assessment and capacity development for the analysis and interpretation of data from multiple sources in order to extract the maximum value from available data. It is essential to draw upon all expertise in the country – including in statistical offices, academia, public health and research institutions – as well as technical expertise from other countries. Mechanisms for sharing data across departments as well as with bona fide researchers and analysis should be put in place in order to maximize the utility of available data.

Countries with adequate civil registration (death registration completeness 80% and over) should focus on achieving universal coverage of all vital events, ensuring the availability and quality of vital statistics and conducting regular reviews of data quality, especially with regard to cause of death information. The census and household surveys with mortality questions should be used to generate estimates of registration completeness. Regular censuses are also needed to provide data on the population at risk of dying.
Analytical approaches for dealing with discrepant mortality indicators

Very few countries rely on a single data source to generate mortality statistics. In practice, even low-income countries generally have at least three distinct sources of mortality data—the census, household surveys (such as DHS or MICS) and facility data. Many low-income countries also have data from HDSS. Others may have incomplete CRVS data. Problems may arise when policy makers are faced with discrepant values of mortality indicators derived from different sources. Sometimes, the reasons for the discrepancies are clear, for example when facility data are not representative of the general population or available civil registration statistics are incomplete. In other instances, discrepancies arise even when similar data collection methods are used, such as indirect estimates from the census and from household surveys.

A solution is to maximize the utility of the data points from different sources by using analytical techniques to maximise comparability across data sources and render the information more representative of the population in general. This also involves addressing limitations inherent to all data sets, such as missing values, bias and reporting error. Analytical techniques can address these challenges in a transparent and consistent manner, in order to present the most reliable information to data users. Data imputation and adjustment may be needed in order to generate improved population-based estimates for key indicators. The aim is to make sense of data derived from different sources. Such analytical techniques are complex to perform and should involve institutions with the requisite capacities, including the national statistics office, researchers and academic institutions.

Is there a role for mortality estimation?

In this paper we have used the term ‘statistics’ to describe the production of numerical values for health indicators or quantities of interest largely based on empirical data collection. However, in order to meeting the growing demand for global and country data on levels and trends in mortality caused in large measure by the need to monitor global goals and targets such as Child Survival and the Millennium Development Goals, the global health community has turned to the potential of statistical ‘estimates’ to fill critical data gaps. These estimates are the outcome of statistical modelling methods that impute values for missing data items, adjust for biases, and enhance comparability over time and between countries.

The UN Inter-agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation (IGME) regularly undertakes analytical reviews of available country data to produce global estimates of child mortality. This involves careful assessment of the quality of available mortality data and adjustment of values to account for known bias or exclusion of data sets judged to be of inadequate quality. Figures 4 and 4a show plots of the estimates derived from multiple sources in Nigeria and the Philippines. A wider range of data sources in used in Philippines than in Nigeria and there is greater convergence of the values from different data sources in Philippines compared with Nigeria, hence the wider margins of uncertainty around the Nigeria estimates. Because of the retrospective nature of the indicator estimates, IGME uses forward estimation or prediction based on statistical modelling to generate the most likely recent value for the child mortality indicator. Problems may arise when the predicted values differ from those reported by national decision-makers. Differences may be the result of the data adjustment processes or the statistical method used to determine trends and predict current values.

For estimating maternal mortality, a similar approach is used to bring together all datasets judged to be of acceptable quality. These data are then adjusted to account for misclassification and underreporting. For example, maternal mortality figures derived from civil registration are adjusted upwards due to well-documented misclassification of maternal deaths as non-maternal. This occurs even in countries with well-functioning civil registration systems, mainly because of the difficulty of differentiating maternal deaths due to indirect causes from deaths in pregnant women that are coincidental, in other words not related to pregnancy or its management. Furthermore, because of the relative paucity of maternal mortality statistics compared with child mortality, an additional feature is the use of covariates to estimates trends and current values. The use of covariates, which may have a tenuous or uncertain relationship to maternal mortality, can result in major discrepancies in global estimates compared with country reported data.
The development of statistical estimates initiated with UN agencies – notably the UN Population Division, UNAIDS, UNICEF, UNFPA, the World Bank and WHO. The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) at the University of Washington in Seattle is a more recent player, using country data to develop global and country estimates of trends in the global burden of disease (GBD) and cause-specific mortality. The GBD is a systematic, scientific effort to quantify the comparative magnitude of health loss to diseases, injuries, and risk factors by age, sex, and geography over time around the world. This enormously ambitious undertaking is the most comprehensive effort to date to measure epidemiological levels and trends around the world. The GBD represents an alliance of technical brainpower and powerful computing that enables the application of highly sophisticated statistical (such as Bayesian methods and ensemble modelling) approaches to make the most effective use of such data as are available to fill data gaps and generate comparable estimates for key health variables that are comparable over time and across countries. In its most recent iteration, the GBD measures the...
impact of 291 diseases and injuries, and 67 risk factors in 187 countries. The guiding principle of the GBD approach is that generating sound estimates requires analysing all available sources of information for a population, essentially carrying out a massive ‘data audit’ and then correcting for problems with the data using covariates.

There is no question that the development of global estimates and the GBD exercise have proved enormously influential in tracking trends in key indicators over time and in identifying issues of public health concern that may have been neglected due to the paucity of available data. The broad picture such estimates paint is informative and of significant utility. Problems arise, however, at the level of detail, when an individual country is faced with estimates for an important indicator produced by a remote agency that seem to bear little relationship to the observed reality in the country. Moreover, there may be substantial country-specific differences between UN and IHME estimates for under-five mortality due to differences between the data and trend fitting methods used by the two groups. These differences not only cause confusion about the true extent of progress but also risks fostering policy inactivity if the reasons for the discrepancies are not made clear.

In general, the involvement of country representatives and researchers in such estimation exercises has been minimal, often confined to serving as providers of data sets for analysis by others. As a result, the estimates are rarely accepted and owned by country policy-makers and, therefore, not used to guide policy-making and health programming. No matter how advanced the statistical techniques and complex the modelling tools, unless they are themselves able to understand, interpret and judge the estimates produced by external parties, few country decision-makers will have complete confidence in their accuracy. In the absence of in-depth country participation, estimates will continue to be perceived as just estimates—that is, not true measurements of mortality levels and trends. Despite the best intentions of agencies to involve countries in the review of the estimates, few countries can muster this degree of analytical and computing power needed to evaluate and replicate highly complex statistical methods.

We suggest that the way forward lies in supporting countries in collecting data using a range of approaches and methods and in undertaking detailed analytical reviews in order to make most effective use of available statistics from all sources. Development partners and technical agencies can play a role by developing and disseminating analytical frameworks, principles, and specifications. Ultimately, countries themselves should be in the lead when it comes to developing estimates, with development partners and academics providing methods, guidance, and technical support. This is closer to the model used by UNAIDS in supporting countries to develop estimates of HIV incidence, prevalence and mortality. But the approach has significant costs and requires long-term commitment to capacity development and to building coalitions of expertise in countries.

**Conclusion**

Correctly registering and certifying the fact, age and sex of all births and deaths, and the cause of each death, is not only an appropriate recognition of all individuals and their fundamental human right to be counted, but it is also good public policy. The technical skills, political momentum, country and donor interest to accelerate CRVS systems are increasingly aligned. However, it is essential to be able to demonstrate that the production of reliable mortality and cause of death statistics in the context of CRVS improvement is a realistic and attainable goal. This guidance document describes a pathway whereby countries and partners can prioritize investments in order to optimize the use of a range of data sources while at the same time creating sustainable, universal and effective CRVS systems.
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Annex II – Summary description of sources of mortality statistics
Civil registration

In principle, civil registration is the most effective and efficient source of statistics on births and deaths. Its prime function is to provide individuals with documentation needed to establish legal identity and family relationships and, by extension, exercise their civil rights, access services and participate in modern societies. Characteristics of the civil registration method are that it is compulsory, universal, continuous, permanent, and confidential. These characteristics ensure that the vital statistics generated by way of registration are complete, continuous, correct and timely, and available at national and subnational levels, including for local administrative areas. The usefulness of civil registration records as a main source of mortality statistics, including causes of death, is universally recognized.

The strengths of the civil registration system for producing mortality data cannot be fully realized unless registration coverage levels are high (90% or higher). Currently, however, only a handful of low-income countries attain such levels and many countries, especially in sub-Saharan Africa imply do not report death registration coverage (Figure 5). Nonetheless, it is possible to produce useable mortality data even when registration is less than complete, particularly if registration levels exceed 60%. In some circumstances, methods to correct for missing data and bias may be feasible.

Figure 5. Status of death registration coverage, 2013

The situation is even more problematic when it comes to the quality of cause-of-death statistics. Cause of death information is compiled in two primary ways: through the collection and coding of routine medical certification records from health facilities; and through collecting information about community deaths through sampled collections methods using verbal autopsy. Up to 80 percent of deaths occur outside of health facilities in low- and middle-income countries and there is a lack of incentives for families, doctors, registries, and health services to register events accurately. Only 81 of 194 countries can report high-quality or medium-quality data on deaths and causes of death (Figure 1). Alarmingly, 42 of the 46 African member states cannot report credible death registration data, and of the 75 low- and middle-income countries prioritized by the Commission on Information and Accountability for Maternal and Child Health (COIA), only 14 report figures on death registrations to WHO. This means critical mortality information, such as deaths of newborns, children, and mothers, or mortality from HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and other diseases, are estimated from very limited information.

Although civil registration systems in developing countries frequently fail to record all events, incomplete data that are available can still be used (although are often not tabulated because of concerns about quality). Analytic methods are available for assessing the completeness of registration of adult deaths; if reporting is complete
enough for the recorded deaths to be plausibly representative of all deaths in terms of age distribution (Preston suggests a minimum level of completeness of around 60%) the data can be adjusted to give largely unbiased estimates of adult mortality. Currently available registration coverage data are insufficiently precise to estimate exactly how many countries might have sufficiently complete data to make reliable estimates but it is possible that it could be as many as 100.

There are additional examples of uses of incomplete data. Civil registration is usually more complete in cities, especially capital cities, of developing countries than it is in rural areas. Analysts have taken advantage of such data to examine issues such as seasonal variation in mortality and the effects of HIV on mortality (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Trends in age-specific mortality 1997-2008, South Africa

At the very least, the civil registration system should be able to compile and report statistics on deaths by age and sex even if the ascertainment of causes of death is inadequate. The value of such data has been shown to be considerable, for example in tracking changes in the age distribution of deaths following the introduction of HIV prevention and treatment interventions.

Potential of other data sources for producing mortality statistics

Mortality statistics can be generated from other sources, for example by including questions on deaths in the household in the decennial population census or in household sample surveys and using direct or indirect demographic techniques to estimate mortality rates. Mortality statistics are also produced through demographic and health surveillance in selected or nationally representative sites. In settings with high levels of health care utilization, health records can also be used to generate mortality statistics if deaths are linked to a system for certification of deaths and ascertainment of cause of death. In practice, in many settings, deaths occur at home and in the absence of contact with the formal health care system.
For many countries, these additional sources of data are critical for supplying important indicators needed for planning and monitoring purposes, mainly at the national level. However, these approaches are suboptimal compared with civil registration in terms of their ability to produce overall and cause-specific mortality data for the whole country and its subnational levels, on a timely and continuous basis. The UN describes them as “short-to-medium-term” measures that cannot replace functional civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) systems and urges caution in their use, particularly when analysing trends and precise levels.

Sample enumeration or registration systems

Sample enumeration systems involve a significant number of sites – assessed by the national statistics office to be collectively representative of the country – established to monitor the vital statistics of the populations covered. The overall results are then considered to be statistically representative of the national situation. Through the use of verbal autopsy techniques, sample enumeration systems, such as in India and China, can generate data on both overall mortality and cause-specific mortality, hence the name Sample Registration with Verbal Autopsy (SAVVY).

SAVVY differs from HDSS in that it is essentially mortality enumeration rather than health and demographic surveillance. As a result, follow-up is less intense and the denominators used to calculate population statistics may not be as robust as those in an HDSS site. SAVVY is thus more suited to monitoring mortality rates and causes of death in populations, rather than functioning as a vehicle for research purposes, and can be very useful for planning purposes. Both SAVVY and HDSS approaches use a common methodology for ascertaining cause of death, namely verbal autopsy (see below).

The best-known example of SAVVY is the Indian Sample Registration System, which started in 1964 and expanded to cover the whole country by 1970. In approximately 7000 sample areas, part-time officials continuously record births and deaths. In addition, twice a year an independent survey team interviews all sample households, specifically asking about births and deaths in the previous six months. The two sets of event records are then matched, and any discrepancies investigated. The final count of events is the total of all matched events plus those recorded only by the officials plus those recorded only during the household interview. Independent evaluation suggests that the system captures about 85% of all deaths.

In principle, in order to avoid duplication of efforts, sample registration systems should function in coordination with existing civil registration systems. In practice, however, sample registration is conducted as a quite distinct exercise from civil registration, even when overall responsibility for sample registration lies with the same national institution responsible for civil registration, as is the case in India. A common criticism of sample registration systems is that rather than being an interim step toward complete registration of vital events, they become stand-alone initiatives that contribute little to the enhancement of a national civil registration and vital statistics system.

There is currently little experience on how to forge functional linkages between sample or surveillance systems and the CRVS platform despite widespread recognition of the need to overcome the current fragmentation. One strategy would be to use the civil registration administrative structure as the sampling frame for the introduction of true sample registration – as opposed to enumeration – systems along with verbal autopsy to determine cause of death. In this paper we have called this innovative approach sample vital registration (SVR). It has the strengths of SAVVY in terms of active case finding and application of verbal autopsy, while simultaneously providing the framework for the construction of a functional CRVS system that could be gradually extended to cover the whole country.

Household surveys

In the majority of low-income and a number of middle-income countries, monitoring progress towards the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) is greatly reliant on household surveys for estimating mortality indicators such as child and maternal mortality. For estimating mortality in children, surveys use either indirect methods with summary birth histories (children ever born, children still alive or, preferably full birth histories, whereby every sampled woman (in some settings limited to ever-married women only) is asked about the date
of birth of each of her live-born children, whether the child is still alive, and if not, how old the child was at death. These data permit the calculation of under-five mortality rates for the previous 15–20 years. The surveys typically include small but nationally representative samples of 3000–30 000 households although some surveys are much larger. The small samples allow for careful monitoring of the quality of data, but restrict the ability to make precise estimates of some indicators for subnational areas or population subgroups.

Surveys generate retrospective estimates of mortality. The average lag period of the latest observation in surveys (relative to the completion of fieldwork) based on direct estimates from a full birth history is about 2 years. For estimates based on summary birth histories from women aged 25-29, the average lag period is about 4.7 years. However, the data can be re-analysed to provide estimates for the year prior to the survey (although the confidence intervals are larger if the reference period is smaller). In addition to the lag time between the reference year and the date of data collection, additional time is required for processing data, finalizing the report and releasing the estimates, giving an average total delay time (lag time and production time) of about 3 years for direct and 5.7 years for indirect estimates.

Maternal deaths are identified using either direct or indirect methods. Direct methods involve asking respondents about recent deaths in the household and, when deaths are identified in women of reproductive age, asking extra questions about the timing of the death in relation to pregnancy (pregnancy-related mortality). These methods can generate estimates with a reference period of about 2–3 years before the survey, which is acceptable for monitoring purposes. However, large sample sizes are needed to produce reliable estimates, and the estimates of maternal mortality will have very wide confidence intervals, making it difficult to monitor changes over time. For example, a 2007 household survey in Ghana involved 240 000 households and produced estimates with a confidence interval of ± 30 per cent. By comparison, typical confidence intervals for estimates of child mortality are about ± 10 per cent.

Sample size requirements are significantly reduced when sisterhood or sibling survival methods are used to indirectly measure maternal mortality in household surveys. With this method, a representative sample of respondents is interviewed about the survival of their adult sisters to determine: the number of ever-married sisters; how many are alive; how many are dead; and how many died during pregnancy, delivery or within six weeks of pregnancy. There are two variants of sisterhood methods. The original indirect method, which has been used; for example, in multiple indicator cluster surveys supported by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), uses quite small sample sizes. However, this method is not appropriate in settings in which fertility levels are low (i.e. a total fertility rate <4) or in which substantial migration or other social dislocation has occurred. The direct sisterhood method, used in the demographic and health surveys (DHS) supported by the United States Agency for International Development, collects more information than the indirect method (e.g. the age of all siblings, age at death and year of death of those deceased). However, this method requires larger sample sizes, more questions and a more complex analysis.

Sisterhood methods are relatively cost effective because the sample sizes are smaller than those of surveys based on recent household deaths. However, the wide confidence intervals make trend analysis difficult. Also, sibling survival methods produce retrospective rather than current estimates of maternal mortality—around 5–7 years before the survey for direct sisterhood methods and 10–12 years before the survey for indirect methods. Sibling survival methods (and censuses) may underestimate overall mortality because of inherent biases in survey data (e.g. survival and recall bias). Statistical methods that correct for these biases have been developed, but debate about the adjustment of estimates from sibling survival data is unresolved. In several countries, verbal autopsy modules in health surveys or special mortality surveys are used to obtain an idea of the relative importance of causes of death.

A well-conducted household survey is a complex and expensive undertaking, especially in poor countries where large populations live in remote and hard to reach areas or undocumented in sprawling cities. Inevitably, cost considerations mean that sample sizes have to be limited and the resulting estimates often have wide confidence intervals, which renders the analysis of trends problematic. As a general rule, the methods used to estimate mortality in household surveys perform poorly when it comes to measuring mortality in adults and assessing causes of death both in adults and children.
A potential innovation is the use of continuous surveys, which use panels of clusters in multiple annual rounds to produce annual estimates of mortality with smaller standard errors. However, they require strong commitment from the government for long-term data collection, and strong institutional capabilities to manage the survey and considerable technical assistance in key areas.

Longitudinal health and demographic surveillance systems (HDSS)

In a number of low-income countries, long-term surveillance of health and population is ongoing in selected sites, most of them in rural areas. These sites have usually been selected in order to introduce and evaluate public health interventions or tools such as oral rehydration therapies or antiretroviral medicines. In 1998, a number of previously independently functioning HDSS sites in developing countries came together to form the International Network for the Demographic Evaluation of Populations and Their Health in Developing Countries (INDEPTH). As of 2012, there were over 40 HDSS sentinel field sites operating in Africa and Asia (Figure 7). At these sites, all vital events occurring in contiguous populations of between 50,000 and 200,000 people living in defined rural or urban are being monitored over time. HDSS sites can answer complex research and evaluation questions because they generate data that are more complex, complete and contextualized than are produced by sample registration or civil registration systems. On the other hand, the relatively small number of HDSS sites in an individual country means that the results obtained may not be applicable to areas that are distant from the site, particularly in large countries with considerable geographical and socioeconomic diversity. In order to generate data that reflect the whole country, it is necessary to select surveillance sites that are statistically representative of the national situation.

Ensuring representativeness is a major challenge as surveillance sites are not necessarily representative of the national population. In the case of sample registration systems, vital events might be missed entirely due to sampling design or choice of sample population. In both sentinel and sample registration systems, the data-collection and checking systems can delay access to results with adverse effects on their timeliness.

As a general rule, existing HDSS sites were established for research purposes such as testing and evaluating interventions to reduce fertility, and infant and child malnutrition and mortality. For example, one of the longest-running sites (in Matlab, Bangladesh) was set up to evaluate interventions to prevent child mortality due to diarrhoeal diseases. More recently, surveillance sites have been established to test interventions for the prevention or management of HIV/AIDS and malaria. Dependence on research funding brings both benefits and risks. It helps to maintain a high standard of demographic enumeration and application of VA techniques, but introduces stresses with regard to continuity of funding.

Figure 7. Countries hosting one or more HDSS sites (around 2010)
Another issue requiring further examination is the extent to which HDSS sites are connected to ministries of health, and to what extent the data they generate are actually used to guide national health and development decision-making. While research findings from HDSS sites are well publicized in the academic literature, not enough is known about the use of the statistics they generate by the health sector, national statistics offices or other decision-makers. To help resolve this issue, HDSS sites in some countries are now being taken over or co-funded by the Ministry of Health. For such sites, an annually updated burden-of-disease profile can be produced that summarizes the proportion of the mortality burden that can be addressed by targeted, locally available and cost-effective interventions.\textsuperscript{32} In many countries there is a significant backlog of mortality data produced by the routine civil registration system that have not been compiled and remain under-used because of a lack of capacity and resources in the agencies involved. There would therefore be great benefit in promoting the transfer of the enhanced skills developed in HDSS to routine civil registration systems.

The census

The census is also widely used as a vehicle for implementing demographic techniques for generating mortality statistics and appears to perform well in terms of child mortality though less so for adult mortality.\textsuperscript{33} The census is used to provide data on the population at risk of dying, produce summary birth histories for all women aged 15–49, counting the number of live-born children for each woman, the number still alive and the number that have died. The proportions of children who have died of women in different age groups can help to estimate under-5 mortality by standard demographic methods.\textsuperscript{34} Although this approach cannot estimate age patterns of child mortality, it can provide estimates of recent trends, differentials by population subgroup and differentials by small areas.

In the 2010 round of population censuses, some countries included questions about deaths in each household by age and sex in a reference period before the census.\textsuperscript{35} Methods have been developed to assess the completeness of reporting of deaths ascertained in this way.\textsuperscript{36} These methods make crucial assumptions: that the reported deaths are representative of all deaths in the population; that reporting of age at death is accurate; and that net migration is zero (unless estimates of age-specific net migration are available), and that the coverage of the census is the same for all ages and the completeness of death reporting is the same for all ages above a certain age limit (usually age 15). At best they estimate coverage only relative to an intercensal (typically a period of 10 years) average level of mortality, but evidence shows them to be an inexpensive approach to adult mortality estimation in the absence of complete civil registration.\textsuperscript{37}

The population census can also contribute to estimates of adult mortality by including simple questions on survival of parents of each respondent. Brass first developed an approach to estimate adult mortality from survey information about survival of parents; the method has been refined since.\textsuperscript{38} The basic idea is that the proportion of respondents of a specific age whose mother or father has died will vary with the level of adult mortality. This method is attractive because the basic questions are so simple and can also be included in household surveys, but the estimates obtained are of average mortality over a long period in the past, and seem to underestimate overall mortality somewhat.\textsuperscript{40}

The census has been used to identify certain specific causes of death. A question about the time of death relative to pregnancy can be asked to estimate pregnancy-related mortality ratios with somewhat equivocal results.\textsuperscript{41} It is also possible to ask a question about whether death resulted from injury. A broader set of causes of death can be identified by following up households reporting a death, or a sample of them, after the census to do a verbal autopsy (see below) to identify the cause of death as precisely as possible. The challenge with such follow-up surveys is that of successfully locating the respondents identified in the original census. However, a similar approach in Mozambique attained a verbal autopsy coverage rate of 84% of eligible households.\textsuperscript{42} This approach is not designed to identify all deaths that might have been missed in the census. Any underreporting of deaths in the census would bias downwards death rates.

The infrequency of the census renders it of limited value for monitoring purposes. On the other hand, the census has some advantages compared with sample surveys. For example, because the census is a complete population count, the estimates so derived do not have margins of uncertainty associated with sampling (confidence intervals). However, census estimates have uncertainty arising from non-sampling issues such as respondent
recall error and bias. Evidence consistently suggests that the census significantly underreports deaths in the household. Unlike survey-based confidence intervals these cannot be quantified. The volume of information collection in the census means that quality assurance is difficult, often resulting in lower data quality and lack of in-depth information.

Facility-based mortality statistics

In settings where most deaths occur in the health sector and where population denominators are known or can be estimated, hospital-based reporting can be used to generate population-based mortality rates by age, sex and cause. However, even where most deaths in a country occur outside of hospital facilities, routine hospital data is still an important source of mortality data. A priority in all settings is to ensure the availability and quality of facility-based data on mortality, including causes of death. The International Classification for Disease (ICD) is available to assist with coding medically certified deaths in hospital settings (see more detailed discussion in Annex II below).

It is essential to consolidate all available data on births and deaths that occur in public and private sector health facilities, especially those in urban areas where a relatively high numbers of deaths occur in the health care system. If the inclusion of all hospitals serving urban populations is not feasible, then the strategy should be implemented in a sample of urban areas, preferably including the capital city. Once data have been compiled, a detailed evaluation of data quality should be carried out, using established mortality data quality checks. These should particularly check for the under-registration of deaths, and for the quality of cause-of-death certification and coding. In principle, it should be easier for countries to collate, check and remedy errors in mortality data generated by hospitals, given that the majority of such deaths are likely to have been registered, and certified by a medical practitioner. Particular priority should be given to providing training in the correct certification of causes of death to doctors in urban hospitals as well as training of expert coders.

In settings where each individual has a unique identification number (assigned at birth as part of the CRVS system, or additionally assigned by the health sector) the value of facility mortality statistics can be greatly enhanced by record linkage. For example, computerized algorithms can be used to link death certificates of reproductive-aged women with maternal identifiers on birth and foetal death certificates, or to compare records between the death registry and hospital discharge databases. This has enabled more complete identification of all maternal deaths, reductions in misreporting and more accurate monitoring of the maternal mortality ratio. It has also contributed to improved understanding of the causes and circumstances of maternal deaths.

Community-based mortality statistics

The possibility of working with community-based mechanisms to generate mortality statistics is currently underexploited. The health sector has multiple points of contact with individuals, such as immunization and outpatient visits, as well as community outreach. These could be used as opportunities for the notification of deaths to registration authorities. Community health workers (CHWs) are increasingly serving as vital events reporting and registration agents—a role that improves CRVS system coverage, while providing local areas with real-time health information for planning and improvement. However, initial results have found significant under-reporting of deaths and thus underestimation of mortality rates.

There is also a need to establish effective linkages between registration and village leaders, religious authorities and funeral services in order to identify deaths and garner information on the age and sex of the decedent. The possibility of using mobile communication devices for notification of deaths by age and sex at community level is an area for further research.

Methods that are implemented through household surveys cannot produce stable indicator values at local administrative levels. Household surveys and censuses rely on retrospective reports of events and are thus prone to selection bias. For example, both full and summary birth histories exclude births and deaths of children of women who have died. Any strong association between the risk of death of the child and that of the mother will bias estimates of child mortality and distort associations with predictor variables. With limited exceptions, such as maternal mortality and external causes of death, these methods cannot generate reliable data on causes of
death in the population. Health facilities may be able to generate good quality cause of death data but lack of population representativeness is a serious weakness.

The main limitation of data from sentinel surveillance is that they are restricted to small geographic areas, which are usually intervention trial sites with small populations, and numbers cannot be generalized reliably. This limitation does not apply to sample registration systems as by definition the sites are selected to be nationally representative.

Sample registration systems can produce data at local levels if sample sizes are sufficiently large. They can also generate data on causes of death by using verbal autopsy techniques. However, the nature of the system of active case-finding, obtaining and checking data, such as that used by the Indian Sample Registration System delays access to timely results. Moreover, sample sites might entirely miss health events because of the sampling design or choice of sample population.

Both sentinel and sample surveillance systems require active follow-up of births and deaths, which has important cost implications. The establishment of a nationally representative sample registration system is a major undertaking and should only be considered if local technical and human resource capacities permit and there are assurances of sustainable funding over the long term.

Facility information systems are limited by lack of representativeness and common problems of poor quality of the data. On the other hand, the health information system does have the capacity to produce a continuous stream of data at national and subnational levels and if ways can be found to address bias, could potentially provide important information on patterns of cause-specific mortality. The potential of the health sector to utilize its community outreach capabilities to identify deaths by age and sex at community level remains to be fully exploited.
Annex III – Methods for determining causes of death
The International Classification of Diseases

In a well-functioning civil registration system, registered deaths are medically certified and cause of death ascertained according to the standards set out in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD).\(^{48}\) The application of these standards enables the production of high quality statistics on causes of death in the population disaggregated by age, sex and location. The ICD is updated and revised every decade or so in order to reflect the latest knowledge available on the etiology of major diseases and health conditions. Figure 7 shows the number of reporting countries over time along with an indication of which revision of the ICD was used. One striking feature has been the variable time lag between the introduction of a new revision of the ICD and its roll-out in countries. From ICD-7 to ICD-8 and from ICD-8 to ICD-9 the adoption of each new revision happened relatively quickly. However, the corresponding rate of change from ICD-9 to ICD-10 was slower, and it took until 2005 (around a decade) to achieve a level of 90% of countries using ICD-10. Some countries – including Denmark, Switzerland and Turkey – never adopted ICD-9, moving instead directly from ICD-8 to ICD-10. WHO is currently developing the 11th revision of the ICD. From a statistical perspective, ICD revision presents a number of challenges due to breaks in the statistical series. Although WHO recommends that countries maintain dual systems for a period of transfer from one revision to the next, this represents a considerable burden for coders and is not always done. Moreover, interim updates of the ICD between major revisions also occur, making the tasks of coders even more complex.

As is also shown in Figure 8, only around 32 countries regularly reported cause-of-death information in the mid-1950s. This number increased to 66 countries in the mid-1970s and to 90 countries in the mid-1990s. Since then, however, the average number of countries annually reporting cause-of-death information in line with the ICD has virtually stagnated at 97 out of a total of 194 countries. Whilst high-income countries have been generating such information on a routine basis for many years, the majority of low- and middle-income countries continue to struggle to produce reliable cause-of-death statistics in accordance with ICD standards.

This failure to progress can be attributed to two challenges. The first challenge is to give physicians responsible for issuing death certificates the training and skills required to correctly complete the international form of the death certificate. Unfortunately, such training is rarely built into medical curricula and in-service training is often neglected. Various educational materials for certifying physicians have been developed but their use remains limited.\(^{49} 50 51 52\) However, experience indicates that once physicians have understood the importance of correct cause-of-death certification, they can readily acquire the needed competencies to do so.
The second challenge is to ensure that the cause of death on the certificate is correctly assigned an appropriate statistical code contained in the ICD. This is not easy. Due to the growing complexity of the ICD, only expert statistical coders and classification experts can use it properly. In response, software programmes for coding and selection have been developed. These use computerized mortality-coding tools to ensure the consistent application of ICD rules and produce comparable cause-of-death data. In addition, on-line training tools are available to build capacities both among certifying physicians and coders. However, these approaches are yet to be scaled up to a level sufficient to secure improvements in cause of death reporting at global level. Moreover, the use of automated coding is limited to those causes of death that are relatively straightforward to code. Complex cases and all deaths due to external factors have to be coded by expert nosologists.

The ICD was initially conceived as a system for the classification of deaths, primarily for public health purposes. However, following the 8th revision it morphed into a system for the classification of “diseases and related health problems” and the morbidity component has assumed greater dominance. Of the 12,421 codes in the ICD-10th revision, only about 3,000 are actually useful for classifying causes of death. There is an unresolved tension between statistical users of the ICD and administrative users. Statistical users need continuity for trend analysis and broad levels of disease aggregation, consistent with diagnostic reporting on death certificates. The latter need to most up-to-date and detailed diagnostic terminology and entry specificity. The ICD claims to meet both needs but in practice falls short when it comes to readily generating statistics on causes of death.

Although the ICD offers short or condensed lists for tabulating mortality data, the selection criteria are not clearly defined, making their utility for policy and planning questionable. From a public health policy perspective, what is needed is a short list of cause groups that provides an overview of the health situation in a country and assists decision-makers and researchers in visualizing prevailing and emerging mortality trends.
Evidence of the difficulties involved in the implementation of ICD comes from countries that have undertaken assessments of their civil registration and vital statistics systems using a tool developed by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the University of Queensland. The assessment involves a review by country stakeholders, including the government agencies responsible for the registration, statistics, health and other sectors as appropriate for each country. The tool consists of 25 questions about the functioning of national CRVS, grouped into 11 subject areas: the legal framework for CRVS; infrastructure and resources; organization and functioning; coverage of birth and death registration; data storage and transmission; use of the International Classification of Diseases; cause-of-death certification and quality; statistical coding of causes of death; coder qualification and training; data quality and plausibility; and data access, dissemination and use. Each question asks the assessors to select one of four scenarios that most closely reflects the country situation. A numerical value (0, 1, 2 or 3) is attached to each scenario, which indicates how well this aspect of the system functions and scores can be added for the 25 questions and converted into a percentage. The overall score offers a reasonable indication of the functionality and quality of the national CRVS system (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Distribution of CRVS rapid assessment scores in 27 countries in the Asia and Pacific regions, circa 2010-12

However, in a major step forward, WHO is currently developing an ICD shortlist for use in countries where the capacities for ICD coding to 3 or 4 digits is currently not available. This simple list of causes of mortality has identified major causes of mortality drawing upon the ICD special tabulations and the Global Burden of Disease analyses. The short list has a similar look and feel to the ICD and is entirely compatible with it. It consists of 106 causes of death grouped into 13 subcategories. It is accompanied with simple instructions for adapting to country settings, including the development of a data dictionary and training materials. It also includes an integration data presentation tool that enables the automatic production of summary charts. As country capacities improve, it would be possible to graduate from the simple list to the more detailed and complete ICD.

Verbal autopsy

When deaths occur outside the health care setting and medical certification of causes of death according to ICD rules is not possible, an additional method is to apply verbal autopsy (VA). Both HDSS and sample registration systems use VA to ascertain patterns of mortality in the population. VA is a process for diagnosing causes of death based on responses collected by a health worker from families and/or caregivers to a series of structured
questions on the signs and symptoms experienced by the deceased, and their duration. The responses are usually reviewed by a physician to determine the probable cause of death.

However, physician review is time consuming and demanding and not a good use of the physician’s time. In recent years, automated methods have been applied to determine the cause of death from the received responses without the need for a physician. One approach – InterVA – is now in widespread use in HDSS sites. More recent research has generated new automated techniques that claim to perform better than physicians – though these techniques need to be field-tested in a range of settings before they can be recommended for universal application. Automated methods have the advantage of speed and reduce the burden on physicians who are generally required to prioritize their clinical responsibilities over other activities.

Although the use of VA generates useful cause-of-death information at the population level – i.e. cause-specific mortality fractions – the technique is less reliable for ascertaining cause of death on an individual basis. In addition, causes of death ascertained using VA cannot be used for legal purposes, which usually require more rigorous medical certification.

Facility-based mortality statistics

Information about cause of death from health facility records provides another approach to the generation of cause-of-death statistics. Indeed, the civil registration system relies on information provided by the health sector on numbers of deaths by age, sex and cause, particularly in settings where national legislation stipulates that deaths be certified by a health care worker prior to disposal of the body. This information should be part of the routine HMIS system and integrated into the District Health Information System (DHIS). The information should be shared with the civil registration authorities.

The information collected by the health sector is not always effectively shared with the civil registration system but is nonetheless a potentially valuable source of data on numbers and causes of death. Even though recording of cause of death in hospitals is far from perfect in countries with inadequate statistical systems, the recorded cause has substantial information content, especially if assessed in combination with case notes.

For determining causes of death, WHO standards explicitly require that the certification of cause of death in health care facilities be restricted to trained physicians. This is problematic in countries with weak health systems and insufficient numbers of physicians able to certify cause of death, especially in remote or rural areas and among marginalized population groups. Several countries, such as Mozambique, Ethiopia and some Pacific Island countries, are considering shifting responsibilities for medical certification to other cadres of health care workers such as trained nurses. If accompanied by the introduction of automated coding methods at facility level, this could greatly improve the availability and quality of facility-based statistics on causes of death.

Deaths occurring in hospitals cannot usually be regarded as a random sample of all deaths in a population and will be biased by various characteristics, including the underlying cause of death. On the other hand, if the selection process can be satisfactorily modelled, the recorded distribution can be weighted appropriately to calculate a distribution representative of the whole population. Information from hospital records also gives valuable insights into underlying and multiple causes of death, which is increasingly relevant in view of the rising proportion of non-communicable diseases worldwide.

Not only are facility-based data on causes of death not representative at the population level but also it is difficult to estimate reliable denominators for the calculation of mortality rates and ratios. Thus, hospital reporting on cause-specific mortality is generally limited to distribution of causes of death rather than population-based cause-specific mortality rates. Nonetheless, facility-based data may be of value if methods can be found to adjust for bias and missing values. Moreover, hospital-based mortality data are also important for assessing quality of health care, for example through audit of preventable mortality such as maternal and perinatal deaths.
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